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Supplementary Material 

Supplementary Analyses 

Supplementary Analysis 1 

In CR trials, subjects were incentivized to repeat the same SR mapping in consecutive trials, 

while this was not the case for NCR trials. In order to assess this, we computed the distribution of run 

lengths for each subject, i.e., the number of trials subjects chose to consecutively perform the same 

task, separately for CR and NCR trials. If task choices were not based on the random reward outcomes, 

this distribution can be expected to follow an exponential distribution 1. Conversely, the run length for 

CR trials should be longer than in NCR trials, as participants are expected to repeat a highly rewarding 

task more often. Differences in run lengths were tested using a one-sided Bayesian t-test.  

The average run length in CR trials was 2.54 trials (SEM = 0.08), which was indeed longer than 

in NCR trials (1.95 trials, SEM = 0.07, BF10 >150, see also Figure Supplementary Analysis 1). Interestingly, 

we found no evidence for repetition biases in NCR trials, which have been reported before 1. Run length 

in NCR trials was equal to what would be expected if subjects chose tasks randomly (BF10 = 0.20, 

BF10r=1.41 = 0.10), which is necessary, but not sufficient to demonstrate truly random task choices.  
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Figure Supplementary Analysis 1. Run 

length distributions. Depicted are the 

distributions of run lengths for CR 

(black) and NCR (dark grey) trials. The 

expected distribution if choices were 

random, or at least not guided by 

reward outcomes, is depicted in light 

grey.  

 

Supplementary Analysis 2 

In order to test whether the training set had an influence on the results of our cross-

classification analyses, we performed an additional control analysis. For the reward outcome decoding 

analysis (high vs low outcomes), we first extracted accuracy maps separately for both cross-classification 

directions (CR->NCR, NCR->CR), and used a whole-brain paired t-test to assess whether any brain 

regions show stronger decoding results for a specific direction. Such differences might arise in the case if 

e.g. reward outcomes were distributed differently in CR and in NCR trials, which might lead to the 

classifier being trained on a biased data set. We deliberately used a lenient threshold for this analysis (p 

< 0.01, FWE corrected at the cluster level, p < 0.05), which has been shown to inflate false-positive rates 

2. Despite this fact, we found no significant results. The same procedure was then applied to the task 

decoding analysis, in which we also performed a cross classification across contingency conditions. 

Again, no significant results were found. Cross-classification direction thus had no detectable effect on 

our decoding results. 

Supplementary Analysis 3 

An additional exploratory analysis was performed to correlate performance, questionnaire 

measures, and decoding accuracies. Several key correlations were assessed using Bayesian correlation 
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analysis (using bayes.cor.test form the BayesianFirstAid package) in order to estimate whether they 

deviated from zero. We report the estimated correlation (r), the probability of the correlation being 

above or below zero (pr>0, pr<0), and the 95% credible intervals (95% CI). If the interval does not contain 

zero, the correlation is larger or smaller than zero.  

Correlating performance with decoding results: First, we assessed whether performance in the 

tasks was correlated with decoding results. We only found successful performance in CR trials to be 

correlated with the degree of reward signal amplification in CR trials (as compared to NCR trials), r = 

0.52, pr>0 > 0.99, 95% CI = [0.26, 0.76]. The more reward signals were amplified, the more successful 

subjects were in performing the reversal learning task, which demonstrates the behavioral relevance of 

the reward signal amplification.  

Correlating performance with questionnaire results: We found success in CR trials to be 

negatively correlated with motor impulsivity, r = -0.37, pr<0 = 0.98, 95% CI = [-0.66,-0.08]. The relation 

to impulsivity was specific to motor impulsivity, we found no strong relation of CR performance with 

either attentional or non-planning impulsivity. This finding suggests that (motor) impulsive subjects 

were worse in performing the reversal-learning task (see also 3). We found no correlation of success 

with either sensitivity to reward (r = 0.11, pr>0 = 0.74, 95% CI = [-0.23, 0.44]), or the need for cognition (r 

=0.20, pr>0 = 0.87, 95% CI = [-0.12, 0.52]), despite the fact the need for cognition has previously been 

associated with reward decision-making 4. 

Correlating decoding with questionnaire results: We found task decoding accuracies in the 

dmPFC at the time of decision-making to be positively correlated with non-planning impulsivity, r = 0.33, 

pr>0 = 0.92, 95% CI = [0.018, 0.63], suggesting that impulsive subjects had stronger task representations 

right after all necessary information was presented to make a choice. Non-planning impulsivity has been 

linked to reward decision-making on the behavioral level previously 3, but this result suggests that a 

similar relation might be present at the neural level as well. Overall, the relation of impulsivity and 
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performance / decoding results was unexpected, and future research should be targeted more at 

explaining how impulsivity affect the neural basis of reward decision-making.  

  

 

Figure Supplementary Analysis 2: Correlation analysis. Depicted are pairwise correlations (estimated 

using bayes.cor.test form the BayesianFirstAid package) of: % high reward choices in CR trials 

(successCR), % high reward outcomes in NCR trials (successNCR), motor impulsivity (BIS11motor), 

attentional impulsivity (BIS11att), non-planning impulsivity (BIS11nonpl), behavioral inhibition (BIS), 

behavioral approach (BAS), need for cognition (NFC), sensitivity to reward (SR), sensitivity to punishment 

(SP), decoding accuracies in the baseline task decoding analysis in the dorso-medial PFC 

(acc_task_dmpfc) and parietal cortex (acc_task_parietal), and an index of reward signal amplification 

(acc_rew_amp). This index was computed by subtracting accuracy values from the reward outcome 

decoding in NCR trials, from the accuracy values in CR trials. Only regions that showed successful cross-

classification of reward signals across contingency conditions were included here. This procedure leads 

to a global measure of how strongly reward signals were amplified in the CR condition, as compared to 

the NCR condition. The plot was generated using the corrplot package in R. Number show the 

correlation coefficients. Correlations in white cells did not differ from zero (i.e. the 95% CI included 

zero), correlations in colored cells did.  
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Supplementary Analysis 4 

Given that decoding tasks separately in CR and NCR trials has considerably less power than 

decoding tasks in both CR and NCR trials together, we performed an additional control analysis to 

determine if the reduced power explains the absence of any differences between task coding in CR and 

NCR trials.  

Previous research demonstrated that task signals in the brain are modulated by associated 

reward outcome magnitude, i.e. tasks that lead to a high reward show stronger coding than tasks that 

lead to no reward 5. Based on this, we expected to find a similar effect in our experiment as well. We 

tested whether tasks directly following a HR outcome were encoded more strongly than tasks directly 

following a LR outcome. For this purpose, we estimated another set of GLMs for each subject, only now 

splitting trials into following HR vs LR (instead of CR vs NCR trials). In all other respects, this analysis was 

identical to the task decoding presented in the main body of the paper. We then extracted decoding 

accuracies from the parietal, right aMFG, and dmPFC clusters used in the main analysis, separately for 

HR task decoding and LR task decoding. Using Bayesian t-tests vs chance and a paired Bayesian t-test, 

we assessed whether there were any differences between these accuracies. We expected task coding to 

be stronger in HR trials especially at the time of decision making, as this time point is closer to the 

reward feedback presentation than the maintenance period.  

At the time of decision making, we found strong task coding in the dmPFC in HR trials (60.67%, 

BF10 > 150), but no task coding in LR trials (51.07%, BF10 = 0.33). Crucially, there was strong evidence 

for a difference between these values (BF10 = 31.89). During the maintenance period, the parietal 

cortex showed task coding in the HR condition (54.95%, BF10 = 5.83), but not in the LR condition 

(52.32%, BF10 =0.59). We found no evidence for any difference between these values however (BF10 = 

0.66). In the right aMFG a similar picture emerged. We found task coding in HR trials (56.07%, BF10 = 

14.36), but not in LR trials (52.82%, BF10 =1.51), and no difference between these values (BF10 = 1.03).  
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Thus, we find evidence for differences in task coding, although the evidence is stronger at the 

time of decision-making than the maintenance period. This demonstrates that our analysis approach can 

in principle detect differences in task coding in the current data-set, yet we still fail to find any such 

differences between contingent and non-contingent trials.   

Supplementary Analysis 5 

We assessed task information in a number of a priori defined ROIs. First, we attempted to 

replicate results from some previous experiments 6,7. Both of these experiments assessed whether task 

coding is modulated by external variables. While Wisniewski et al. (2016) looked into effects of free 

choice on task coding, Loose et al. (2017) looked into effects of cognitive control demands on task 

coding. Both studies found a fronto-parietal network to encode task sets and found them to be 

independent of the experimental manipulation employed. Given that the tasks employed in these 

studies were different from the one used here (e.g. addition vs subtraction of two numbers), a 

replication of these findings in the current dataset would show a strong generalizability of our results. 

We thus extracted functional ROIs from both papers (Wisniewski et al. 2016: left parietal cortex, left 

PFC, Brodman area 8; Loose et al. 2017: left parietal cortex, left PFC), and extracted accuracy values for 

all voxels within the ROI for all four decoding analyses performed (baseline, CR, NCR, xclass), which were 

then averaged. One-sided Bayesian t-tests across subjects were performed to assess whether they were 

above chance.  

We were able to replicate Loose and colleagues’ left parietal results (baseline BF10 = 133.69; CR 

BF10 = 0.68; NCR BF10 = 0.54; xclass BF10 = 33.17). Although somewhat weaker, we also replicated their 

right parietal results (baseline BF10 = 8.49; CR BF10 = 0.77; NCR BF10 = 0.14; xclass BF10 = 8.10). 

However, we were unable to detect task information in left PFC (baseline BF10 = 0.49; CR BF10 = 0.21; 

NCR BF10 = 0.44; xclass BF10 = 0.29), which is in line with the original paper, where PFC findings were 

also somewhat less robust. Additionally, we were able to replicate Wisniewski and colleagues’ left 
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parietal finding (baseline BF10 > 150; CR BF10 = 0.80; NCR BF10 = 0.47; xclass BF10 = 87.28), as well as 

left BA8 (baseline BF10 = 9.3; CR BF10 = 0.39; NCR BF10 = 0.36; xclass BF10 = 3.09), but not the left PFC 

(baseline BF10 = 0.59; CR BF10 = 0.37; NCR BF10 = 0.16; xclass BF10 = 0.38). Thus, we find task coding to 

be contingency-independent even in ROIs that were defined using independent datasets. We further 

show that task information is most consistently found in the parietal cortex, but less so in prefrontal 

cortex.  

Supplementary Analysis 6 

Some previous work suggested that task information can be found in the multiple demand (MD) 

network 8, and that task coding in this network changes flexibly with changing task demands 9. In order 

to test whether this was also the case in our dataset, we extracted accuracy values for all four decoding 

analyses (from bilateral functional MD ROIs (provided by 10), specifically the anterior insula (aINS), 

cerebellum, inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis (IFGop), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), middle frontal gyrus 

(MFG), pre-central gyrus (precG), supplementary and pre-supplementary motor area (SMA/preSMA), as 

well as thalamus. We then tested whether decoding accuracies were higher in CR than in NCR trials, 

and/or whether task coding was contingency-independent in these regions. Averaging across all MD 

regions, we found strong evidence for the presence of task information (52.23%, SEM = 0.61%, BF10 = 

69.08, see Figure below). We found no evidence for a higher accuracy in CR, as compared to NCR trials 

(BF10 = 0.37). Furthermore, we found task coding to be contingency-independent (52.02%, SEM = 

0.67%, BF10 = 14.52). Accuracies in the baseline and cross-classification analysis did not differ (BF10 = 

0.19). Looking at individual MD regions, we found task information in the aINS (52.25%, SEM = 1.00%, 

BF10 = 3.23), IPS (52.83%, SEM = 0.72%, BF10 = 131.02), MFG (52.44%, SEM = 0.90%, BF10 = 8.26), 

precentral gyrus (52.48%, SEM = 0.87, BF10 = 9.86), but not in the cerebellum (50.85%, SEM = 0.90%, 

BF10 = 0.44), IFGop (52.11%, SEM = 1.02%, BF10 = 2.31), SMA/preSMA (51.48%, SEM = 1.07%, BF10 = 

0.77), and thalamus (50.58%, SEM = 1.06%, BF10 = 0.29). None of these regions showed a higher 
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accuracy in CR than in NCR trials (BFs10 <= 0.60). However, in all of those regions the accuracy in the 

baseline and xclass analyses was equal (BFs10 <= 0.28). This suggests that the MD network encodes 

tasks in a contingency-independent fashion, and shows that the current context does not affect task 

coding in the MD network. Also, not all parts of the MD network seemed to be encoding tasks in our 

experiment.  

 

Figure Supplementary Analysis 5. Task information in the multiple demand (MD) network. Functional 

ROIs are provided by Fedorenko, Duncan, & Kanwisher (2013), specifically the anterior insula (aINS), 

cerebellum, inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis (IFGop), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), middle frontal gyrus 

(MFG), pre-central gyrus (precG), supplementary and pre-supplementary motor area (SMA/preSMA), as 

well as thalamus.  

 

Supplementary Analysis 7 

 Recent findings demonstrated the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) to encode the location of 

participants in an abstract cognitive task space 11,12. Based on these findings, one might hypothesize the 

OFC to also encode task information in this experiment. To test this notion, we performed an additional 

exploratory analysis. We first defined an OFC region of interested, using the same approach as 13. We 

then assessed whether the OFC encodes tasks at the time of decision-making, and during maintenance 

(in the baseline decoding analysis). We did not find task information at the time of decision-making 

(51.22%, SEM = 0.90%, BF10 = 0.84), but did find the OFC to encode tasks during the maintenance 
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period (52.44%, SEM = 0.44%, BF10 = 26.43). We then explored the maintenance period further, and 

found evidence for successful cross-classification across contingency conditions (51.63%, SEM = 0.75%, 

BF10 = 3.05). Additionally, we were able to decode tasks in CR trials (52.56%, SEM = 1.02%, BF10 = 5.51), 

but not in NCR trials (50.42%, SEM = 1.11%, BF10 = 0.29), although we found no evidence for any 

differences between these two conditions (BF10 = 1.14). Overall, the OFC results are similar to our main 

findings in the parietal cortex, showing that the OFC indeed tracks task information.  

Supplementary Analysis 8 

 One major difference between CR and NCR trials is the role past choices play during decision-

making. Our behavioral results show that choice history was only taken into account in CR, but not in 

NCR trials. Based on this, one might hypothesize that past choices should be encoded more strongly in 

CR than in NCR trials. To test this hypothesis, we performed an additional exploratory analysis. We first 

estimated a separate GLM for each participant, using regressors for each combination of task choices on 

trial t-1 and the reward condition: mapping Xt-1_CR, mappingXt-1_NCR, mappingYt-1_CR, mappingYt-1_NCR. 

Regressors were time-locked to the choice cue onset, and duration was set to the whole delay phase, 

identical to our main analysis of the maintenance phase. In fact, the only difference between this and 

the main analysis was that we investigated previously performed, instead of currently maintained tasks. 

We then performed the same four decoding analyses on this data as before (baseline, CR, NCR, xclass), 

and would expect stronger coding in CR, as compared to NCR trials. Please note that the same analysis 

cannot be performed on the time of decision-making, as this time point is not separated from task 

execution by a variable jitter, and results might be confounded by attentional or motor processes, 

making them difficult to interpret.  

We then assessed results in the same ROIs used in the main analysis (parietal cortex, right 

aMFG, right dmPFC). We found the parietal cortex to encode the past choice in the baseline analysis 

(53.18%, SEM = 1.12%, BF10 = 6.65). The same was true for the right aMFG (52.41%, SEM = 0.98%, BF10 
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= 4.89) and right dmPFC (53.02%, SEM = 0.98%, BF10 = 16.67). None of these regions showed task 

coding in CR trials only, NCR trials only, or the cross-classification analysis (all BF10s < 1.81). Crucially, 

none of these regions showed stronger coding in CR, as compared to NCR trials, all BF10s < 0.41).  

Overall, parietal cortex, right aMFG, and right dmPFC encode past choices, but results remain 

inconclusive with regards to differences between CR and NCR trials. There was no evidence suggesting 

these signals were modulated by outcome contingency. Future research optimized to investigate the 

coding of choice histories might shed more light on the coding format of past choices in these brain 

regions.  

Supplementary Analysis 9 

In order to assess whether our decoding procedure was biased towards positive accuracy 

values, we empirically estimated the chance level and tested if it was indeed 50% as we assumed. For 

this purpose, we performed a permutation analysis (n = 1000 permutations per subject, as implemented 

in the Decoding Toolbox, using the same regressors and contrasts as the baseline task decoding analysis) 

in order to estimate the null distribution of our data. We took the mean of the null distribution as our 

empirical estimate of the chance level, and tested whether it deviated from 50% (using a two-sided 

Bayesian t-test). If there were some global biases in our decoding procedure, chance level should 

deviate from 50%. The estimated chance level was 49.98%, which did not differ from 50% (BF01 > 150). 

Thus, comparing our decoding accuracies against a chance level of 50% was valid.  

Supplementary Analysis 10 

Although overall error rates were very low, and we found no evidence for persistent choice 

biases across our sample, there might still be individual subjects that do show e.g. high error rates, 

which might affect our task decoding results by decreasing signal-to-noise ratio. Although the effect of 

few outlier subjects should be small given our large sample size, we still chose to conservatively control 
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for such (unlikely) effects. We first excluded subjects with the highest error rates (more than 1.5*IQR 

above average, i.e. error rate > 13.92%), and then excluded subjects with the strongest choice biases 

(more than 1.5*IQR above average, i.e. percent task X choices > 61.99% or < 38.73%). We then tested 

whether each regressor in the task decoding analysis in all remaining subjects could be estimated from 

at least 6 trials. If a regressor could only be estimated from fewer trials, that run was excluded from the 

analysis due to the low signal-to-noise-ratio. Subjects in which more than 1 run was thusly excluded 

were altogether excluded from the analysis. These criteria were highly similar to the criterion used in 14, 

which proved an effective control. After excluding these subjects, we repeated the main four analyses 

(baseline, CR, NCR, xclass) on the remaining subjects and tested whether they differed from the analysis 

including all subjects.  

Using these highly conservative exclusion criteria, we removed 2 subjects due to their error 

rate, 5 subjects due to their choice biases, and 4 subjects due to the small number of trials, leading to a 

sample size of 24 subjects. Even though statistical power was considerably lower because of the smaller 

sample size, we were still able to detect task information in the same ROIs as in the main analysis: 

parietal cortex baseline decoding (55.09%, SEM = 0.78%, BF10 >150), cross-classification (53.63%, SEM = 

0.98%, BF10 = 60.25), and the same was true for the aMFG (54.74%, SEM = 1.09%, BF10 >150, and 

53.53%, SEM = 1.35%, BF10 = 6.57, respectively). These results are even numerically larger than in the 

original analysis, and neither error rates not choice biases were found to affect the reported task 

decoding results.  
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Supplementary Figures 

Supplementary Figure 1 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Controlling RT-effects in reward outcome decoding. We repeated the reward 

outcome decoding analysis, using a similar first-level GLM to estimate signals (4 regressors: high 

contingent reward, low contingent reward, high non-contingent reward, low non-contingent reward, all 

locked to feedback onset). Additionally, we now added parametric regressors of non-interest capturing 

RT-related variance in the data. The rest of the analysis was identical to the reward outcome decoding 

analysis presented in the main body of the text. Results from the reward outcome decoding analysis 

(red), and the same analysis with RT-related effects regressed out of the data (blue) are depicted. As can 

be seen, the overlap (magenta) between both analyses is substantial. Results depicted at p < 0.05 (FWE, 

corrected at the voxel level). This indicates that controlling for RT did not strongly alter our results.  
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